LECA-STAR

THE ACTIVE FUEL EXAMINATION LABORATORY
THE TREATMENT, CLEANING AND RECONDITIONING PLANT

In order to optimize the operation of nuclear reactors, the CEA devotes its research to the design and
qualification of nuclear fuels within the Fuel Study Department. These examinations, designed to test
and enhance our understanding of the behaviour of fuels under irradiation, are necessary to improve
the yield, flexibility, safety and economic competitiveness of fission reactors.
At Cadarache, the LECA STAR facility, now at the forefront of technology and one of the
best equipped in the world, has allowed scientists to make significant progress in their study
of nuclear fuels; it is divided into two entities:
• The Active Fuel Examination Laboratory (LECA)
• The Treatment, Cleaning and Reconditioning Plant

spent fuels.

(STAR) dedicated to the study of CEA

With its 15 shielded cells and 2 high activity glove boxes, its microanalysis laboratory and the Verdon facility, LECASTAR forms a unique research platform for irradiated fuel studies.
LECA
The Active Fuel Examination Laboratory (LECA) was commissioned in 1964 and renovated between 2001 and 2008.
The LECA laboratory was designed to conduct destructive and non-destructive examinations of fuels, structures or
devices irradiated in nuclear reactors. It has 12 shielded and confined cells that enable researchers to examine fuel
rods (Their length ranges up to 2.5 metres) while at its lower level, there is a micro-analysis laboratory.
STAR
The Treatment, Cleaning and Reconditioning Plant (STAR) was
commissioned in 1994. It is designed to carry out treatment and
conditioning operations on spent fuel. It is made up of 3 shielded
cells large enough to accommodate fuel rods both sealed and
unsealed and measuring 4.4 metres in length (the entire length
of a rod in a real pressurised nuclear reactor). STAR also houses
transport casks weighing up to a maximum of 60 tons. The
VERDON facility is located at its basement level.

TREATMENT AND RECONDITIONING OF SPENT FUELS
The STAR cells are equipped with all the necessary devices for the treatment and
reconditioning of spent fuels that are no longer of any use: specialised tools for the
piercing and cutting up of containers, for drying the pins, a treatment furnace, packaging
methods, welding, etc.
RE-FABRICATION OF FUEL ELEMENTS
The fabrication of short instrumented fuel rods made from a part of a rod already irradiated
in power reactors is accomplished by a unique tool called “CORALIE” (Combined
Operation of Reforming and Assembly by Laser and Experimental Instrumentation).
The newly fabricated rods are then re-irradiated in experimental reactors in order to
characterise clad failure thresholds.
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DESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATIONS
• The metallographic chain
It consists of sample preparation devices and density measurement
devices as well as a macroscope and microscope associated with
acquisition and analysis systems.
> Metallographic chain (LECA)

> The micro-analysis laboratory (LECA)

• The micro-analysis laboratory
A highly detailed characterization of the fuel allows scientists to
analyse its chemical and microstructural evolution, to identify its
thermomechanical behaviour and to study the release of fission
gases, all these being the main causes of clad degradation. To reach
this aim, the micro-analysis laboratory is equipped with an electronic
scanning microscope associated to cutting by ion beams (SEM / FIB),
an electronic microprobe (EPMA), an ion microprobe (SIMS), X-ray
diffraction equipment and a profilometer (confocal microscopy).

HEAT TREATMENTS
VERDON, a truly unique facility on a worldwide basis, enables researchers to test fuel samples at very high
temperatures (i.e. their melting point) in an induction furnace under a controlled atmosphere, for the purpose
of reproducing severe accident scenarios. In this facility, all the parameters are measured thanks to the
highly sensitive instrumentation of the experimental loop (three gamma spectrometry stations operating on a
continuous basis, temperature gradient tubes, iodine filters...).

> VERDON

> Induction furnace (MEYRARG)

The mission of the MEYRARG loop is to characterise the release of both gaseous and non-gaseous fission
products and also the release of helium when irradiated nuclear fuels are submitted to heat transients.
This loop consists of three major parts: an induction furnace, a gamma spectrometry detector and a microchromatograph.
The MEXIICO equipment is designed to conduct analytical experiments in the field [1600 °C ; 1600 bar] in
order to de-correlate the influence of different parameters (temperature, pressure, depressurisation speed) on
the behaviour of various types of fuels.
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NON-DESTRUCTIVE EXAMINATIONS
Non-destructive studies of irradiated
rods (by metrology, measurement of
the zirconia thickness, flaw detection
by eddy currents, gamma spectrometry
characterization, visual inspections with
video recording...) provide valuable
insights into the phenomena that appear
in reactors when the reaction occurs.
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